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DORA is a community with shared aspirations to improve academic 
assessment, and we are all working towards the same goal. 

✓ Participants are expected to follow the Community Conduct Rules of DORA’s 
administrative entity, the American Society for Cell Biology

✓ Keep comments constructive, collegial, and to the point

✓ Be respectful of everyone on the call

✓ Use the chat to contribute to the discussion 

✓ The first portion of this meeting will be recorded to be shared on DORA’s site

Code of Conduct



Agenda 

• Introduction

• Introducing two tools for responsible research assessment
– Strategies on how to debias committees and deliberative processes.

– Ideas on how to incorporate a wider range of contributions in evaluation 
policies and practices.

• Q&A about 2022 tools

• Introducing 2023 toolkit ideas

• Community discussion on 2023 tools

• Closing remarks and next steps



www.sfdora.org/project-tara/

Tools to Advance Research Assessment (TARA) is a project to facilitate the 
development of new policies and practices for academic career assessment
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Project TARA consists of three main components: 

An interactive 
online dashboard

A survey of 
U.S. academic 

institutions

A toolkit of 
resources 



Update on survey and dashboard development
Dashboard

• 2021 - 2022: Scoping events and data collection

• 2022 - 2023: Web development

• Spring 2023: Public release

Survey

• 2021 - 2022: Survey development and distribution
– Thank you to all community members who participated in the survey!

– Ongoing: Community Interviews with U.S. academic staff who have 
experience with evaluation policies and practices

• 2023: Results to be shared



Two tools for 2022

1. Debiasing 
committee 
composition 
and deliberative 
processes

2. Building blocks 
for impact



Tool creation process
Synthesized/prioritized issues 

from DORA community 
conversations (urgency, interest, 

TARA “fit”)  

Developed initial 
drafts of tools

Internal and external review, 
incorporated feedback

Shared with larger 
community (today)

TARA tools are a work in 
progress that incorporate 
needs and feedback from 

the community



Debiasing Committee Composition 
and Deliberative Processes

Motivation and purpose:
Even well-meaning deliberative bodies and 
decision-making panels tasked with making 
judgments about promotion, tenure, grants, 
and hiring can be biased, and tend to 
reinforce existing power dynamics. 

Being more deliberate and thoughtful about 
how committees are constructed and the rules 
by which they operate can reduce the 
likelihood of biased outcomes.



Content overview:

Strategies and principles 
to create more diverse 
composition 

Common traps to avoid

Suggestions for taking the 
long view (e.g. providing 
ECR exposure to 
downstream processes) 



Specific strategies to address particular kinds of bias within deliberative processes



Building Blocks for Impact

Motivation and purpose:
Traditional measures of scholarly impact like 
citations and grants tend to represent a very 
narrow view of impact that downplays or 
neglects interdisciplinary work, 
non-traditional measures, and real-world 
outcomes. 

This tool introduces a framework and set of 
impact characteristics that expand on current 
conventions, allowing individuals and 
institutions to represent a wider array and 
scaled set of of scholarly contributions. 



Content overview:

Two new axes for reframing 
“impact”

• Scale of influence 
• Nature of the audience

General examples of the kinds of  
activities falling within each cell

Exemplar and illustrative 
instances 



Examples of archetypal and/or aspirational personas or clusters of 
characteristics; full coverage is not necessarily the goal

Not prescriptive; examples of how excellence might take different forms

Potential to represent varying expectations for ECR v. senior scholars



Questions about 2022 tools 

• Where are these available? On the DORA website under Resources 
and at Zenodo

• Will there be more opportunities to give feedback or ask questions? 
Comments/questions and examples or use cases can submitted 
through the DORA website or emailing info@sfdora.org

• What can we clarify about the tools’ intent and design?

• How can DORA best support their use in your work or institution?



Proposed tools and extensions for 2023

Expanding on ‘impact’
• Gathering cases and 

examples of impact 
“in action”

• Practical strategies
for adoption

• Visual frameworks for 
specific content (a la 
CRediT) 

End-to-end careers
• Recognizing needs of 

different career stages

• ‘Hidden curriculum’ 
insights

• Transitions in or out of 
academia (i.e. skill 
translation)



Structured discussion on the 2023 proposed tools

• What specific aspects of these topics would you find most important or  
useful for us to focus on to address research assessment challenges?

• Who would be the best audiences for these proposed tools?
– Example: Faculty, Hiring committees, etc.

• How might you use the proposed tools in your own context?
– Example: Advocacy, guidance to create new policies or practices, etc.



● Dashboard user testing

○ Sign up for emails at https://sfdora.org/ (bottom right of 
the page) for future updates

● Share your story!

○ Email info@sfdora.org to let us know how you use these 
tools and to share outputs from their use! 

○ #DORAInAction #ProjectTARA
○ Follow & tag us @DORAssessment

● Blog summary and recording to be posted

Upcoming work

https://sfdora.org/
mailto:info@sfdora.org


● Project TARA webpage: sfdora.org/project-tara/ 
● Debiasing Committees tool: 

https://sfdora.org/resource/rethinking-research-assessment-debia
sing-committee-composition-and-deliberative-processes/

● Impact tool: 
https://sfdora.org/resource/rethinking-research-assessment-buildi
ng-blocks-for-impact/ 

Stay up to date and in touch!

https://sfdora.org/project-tara/
https://sfdora.org/resource/rethinking-research-assessment-debiasing-committee-composition-and-deliberative-processes/
https://sfdora.org/resource/rethinking-research-assessment-debiasing-committee-composition-and-deliberative-processes/
https://sfdora.org/resource/rethinking-research-assessment-building-blocks-for-impact/
https://sfdora.org/resource/rethinking-research-assessment-building-blocks-for-impact/
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